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in listing only deserti . It would thus be of interest to know the basis for
White's inclusion of atrogularis in Somalia. I was impressed by the brownish-
buff colouration of the upperparts of the birds I saw in southern Somalia,
appearing appreciably darker than the birds {deserti) that I know well in
Ethiopia and North Africa. Presumably they are either oreophilus or atrogularis,
the former being more likely, but a specimen is needed to settle the question.

DATES
Smith (1957) states that birds are present in Eritrea from the last week of
September to the end of March; Archer & Godman ' s extreme dates are 20 Sept-
ember - 17 March. My own for these countries fall within these periods.
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MAPPING SCHEMESIN THE AFROTROPICALREGION One of the notable developments in

Afrotropical ornithology in the past decade has been the initiation of schemes

to map the distribution of birds. As a result of this interest, an informal
meeting was held at the 5th Pan-African Ornithological Congress, Malawi, 1980,

to discuss the topic. The main objectives of these schemes have been to estab-

lish a baseline upon which to measure future trends, but valuable data have
also been accumulated to indicate changes in distribution during the past
century, and longer. Fortunately, most schemes have followed the Ethiopian
model (Ash 1972) , which was begun in 1969. Consequently they are compatible,
and can be used in the future for an Atlas of the Afrotropical region.

The Hall & Moreau (1970) Atlas did much to stimulate interest in mapping, to

which the Snow (1978) Atlas has provided added impetus. Already further countr-

ies have plans for an Atlas, and clearly, others will follow. Obviously it is

desirable for all Atlases to adopt the same basic format, and for this reason
we present here a list of schemes known to us , together with information on

the year started, status, progress and people/organizations involved.

PROPOSEDFORMAT
We believe that the following suggestions should apply to all future projects.

They are divided into two groups: the essential minimum, and what we have
termed 'optional data'. The latter category embraces various additional
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records which might be considered by covmtries with above-average numbers of

observers.
Essential data
1. Mapping units should be ^ x ^-degree squares, or smaller compatible units

(e.g. k X 5-degree) . For international co-ordination, squares should be
referred to by the co-ordinates of their southwest corners (e.g. 04S 32hE)

although other numbering schemes may be preferred for internal use.

2. Records should generally refer to the period 1970 to 1990.

3. Records of each species in each square should be allocated to one of the
following categories

:

a. Present but no evidence of breeding.
b. Present and possibly breeding.
c. Present, breeding confirmed.

4. It is assumed that the organizer (s) of each scheme will accept responsib-
ility for the accxiracy of records published.

Optional data
Depending upon conditions, the collection of additional relevant data may be
considered.
5. Pre-1970 records for each species in each square.
6. More detailed categories of breeding records (as per the European Atlas

Scheme)

.

7. Monthly records (as per the Natal Atlas Scheme)

.

8. A five-point abundance rating for each species in each square, namely:
- believed to be absent

1 - present but only a few pairs/birds
2 - unconmon and/or local
3 - common and/or widespread
4 - Abundant throughout

9. Basic habitat data for the parts of the square visited. This needs further
consideration if a degree of conformity is to be achieved.

LIST OF AFROTROPICALATLAS SCHEMES

Country/
Province

Year
started

Status Co- or dinator /Addr e s s

Natal 1976 Pi±>lished Cyrus & Robson, Publication of the Univers-
ity of Natal Press, 1980.

Transvaal 1975 in press Mrs M. Kemp, Transvaal Musexim, Pretoria.
South Sudan 1978 advanced G. Nikolaus, c/o Box 47051, Nairobi, Kenya.
Ethiopia 1969 advanced J.S. Ash, UNDP, Box 24 Mogadishu, Somalia.
Somalia 1978 advanced J.S. Ash, as above.
Zambia 1976 advanced

)

(R.J. Dowsett, Private Bag, Chilinda,
Malawi 1979 started ' 'P.O. Rumphi, Malawi.
Madagascar 1979 started D.A. Turner, Box 48019, Nairobi, Kenya.
Kenya , Tan-
zania, Uganda 1980 started D.A. Turner, as above, {h x ^j-degree Ds)
Kenya 1980 started G.R. Cunningham- van Someren, Section of

Ornithology, Division of Natural Sciences,
National Museums of Kenya, Box 40658,
Nairobi. (lO-kmDs)

Namibia 1978 started C. Clinning, P. Bag 13186, Windhoek, SWA.
Mauritania planned
Zimbabwe planned Ornithological Society of Zimbabwe, Box

4382, Causeway, Salisbury.
Cameroun planned > iM. Louette, Africa Museum, B-1980, Tervuren,
Zaire planned

'

' Belgium.
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The following were also reported, but are not presently planne'^ as Atlases:
Mali: detailed list exists G. Morel,
Senegal: detailed data on B.P. 20,

distribution exist Richard-Toll, Senegal.
In addition, the check-list of The Gambia (Jensen & Kirkeby 1980), pub-
lished in book form, contains distribution maps in a non-grid format.

Enquiries about individual schemes should be addressed to their respective
co-ordinators

.
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THE EAST AFRICAN DISTRIBUTIONAL MAPPING SCHEME- A PROGRESSREPORT This scheme
was formally launched in 1980, and areas covered by observers in Kenya and
Tanzania are shown in Fig. 1. While showing reasonably good coverage over
much of Kenya and Tanzania, there is still much ground to be covered and it
is hoped that many of the gaps will be filled during the coming years.

For the benefit of new readers, and anyone contemplating assisting in the
mapping scheme, the basic principles to be noted are as follows:

1. The three East African countries are divided into 1 x 1-degree squares
which are numbered 1-178 (see Fig. 1) . These squares are further divided
into four h x ^s-degree squares, labelled a, b, c and d as shown in the
inset. The basic squares follow the lines of latitude and longitude.
These lines are shown on the Shell Road Maps for Kenya, Tanzania and
Uganda and these maps will be found most useful for participants

.

2. All that is required from contributors is simply a list of the species
recorded in each h x ^s-degree square they have records from, between
1965 and the present. Species may be given two symbols: a tick (/" ) for
'present' or a cross for 'breeding confirmed' . The lists themselves may
be submitted on a monthly basis (preferred) or annually. The data sheets
will be provided by the writer, from the address below.

Contributors may send in data sheets for either their home area, areas
they visit regularly, as well as for areas which might be visited only
on a casual basis. All records are welcomed, but please remember to
show clearly which h x ^s-degree square is covered as well as the month
(or year) your data were collected.

Coverage during 1980, and in some cases during the previous two years, has
been extremely encouraging, and will, I hope, encoxirage others to participate
in the scheme. Our ultimate aim is to produce a Distributional Atlas of East
African Birds and, as such, the scheme is styled on similar mapping exercises
c\irrently being undertaken elsewhere in Africa (Ash & Pomeroy, Scopus 5: 36-

38, above)

.

This initial progress report would not be complete without due acknowledge-
ment to all those who have contributed so far, and in particular to the

following who have siobmitted considerable quantities of data on a monthly
basis, often covering vast areas of their respective countries:

Kenya: F.N. Bruce-Miller (Western) , M.A.C. Coverdale (south coast)

,

N. Hartley (Western and central) , J. Miskell (northeastern) , D.J. Pearson
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